
CBW Right to Manage (RTM) and RA Recognition FAQs 

In response to common questions raised by leaseholders and residents the RA has prepared the 
following FAQs which we hope you will find helpful:-  

1. What is Right to Manage (RTM)? 
 
RTM is a legal process that allows leasehold property owners take over management of their 
buildings - even without the agreement of the landlord.  
 

2. How much does RTM cost? 
 
Under the current law the costs of RTM are unpredictable and can be excessive as 
leaseholders are liable for the landlord’s costs as well as its own. Typically a budget of 
around £200 per flat is sensible. 
 

3. How long does RTM take? 
 
6 to 8 months if the landlord does not dispute the claim. 1 year to 18 months if the landlord 
takes the claim to tribunal. 
 

4. What is the RA policy on RTM? 
 
The RA supports RTM (and always has done). It intends to initiate the process in Q2 2023 
(subject to legal advice). Note: Changes to law are expected to enter into force in late 2024 
which are intended to address 2 above.  See https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/right-to-
manage/?_sm_au_=iVV3kkP3p6Pqp649KQTTNKHNNc7B3 
 

5. Why is formal recognition of an RA by the landlords so important? 
 
Without recognition an RA has no legal powers to participate in the process to replace the 
estate manager or hold it account regarding service charge costs and maintenance issues. 
 

6. How can an RA replace an estate manager? 
 
Via a retender (if the RA is recognised) or via RTM. Note: Absent RTM estate priorities and 
service charge are determined by the landlord. 
 
The RA has initiated a retender at a cost of £7,000 which ongoing. 
 

7. What are the powers of an RA without RTM? 

The RA is a consultative body only with the powers referenced in 5 above. It does not have 
the power to authorise or block expenditure.  

Mike
Sticky Note
This is meaningless. Costs are not unpredictable - unless there is a dispute with freeholder and it cannot be resolved outside tribunal. 

Mike
Sticky Note
The 1 year to 18 months is purely speculative. Sounds like CBWRA trying to talk down Right to Manage again 
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Sticky Note
Some agents will execute RTM process for no up front fee  - they are given a trial period after the RTM process as their 'reward'. . 
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Sticky Note
As recently as May 2022, the CBWRA newsletter said that RTM was impossible at CBW due to the judgment of First Port v Settlers Court.The RTM process (as in a RTM application)  cannot be started in Q2 if a retender of the management  contract  is ongoing. Building up lists of leaseholders could happen but an RTM application at the same time as a retender makes no sense. If BH retender then they may appoint a new agent  - it would hardly make sense to seek immediately  to replace them. Retendering will at the very least mean a long delay to RTM application.  
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Sticky Note
CBWRA is losing recognition because it has been unable to demonstrate to the freeholder that it has 50% of leaseholders as members. BH confirmed that in correspondence to MOD on 2.3.23. It is clear that some CBWRA committee  have tried to blame MOD for derecogntion as a distraction from their own failures of governance.
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Sticky Note
An RA cannot replace an estate manager without right to manage. The current retender process (if it happens) is run by the  freeholder (BH) and CBWRA will have  little say in it. They cannot 'replace an estate manager' 
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Sticky Note
The RA, if doing   its job  properly, can identity  savings, bad practice etc by the managing agent and seek to recoup  unfair charges via tribunal  so this is not quite true
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Sticky Note
It is not ongoing. This CBWRA process was via an agreement  with Fairhold Artemis and it  failed in Sep 2022 according to CBWRA's own committee meeting notes. BH never participated.Any retender which happens now is an entirely separate process led by Berkeley  Homes and CBWRA will have little involvement.This seems like an attempt to conflate the two processes to give the impression  that CBWRA are in control/initiated the retender which MAY happen (BH say 2.3.23 that they have not yet made a decision on whether to retender) 
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Sticky Note
These changes may or may not come about in late 2024 and it would be futile to wait for them when expert advice is that we can proceed with RTM and have a good chance of success 




